
Lock Up Laura - Technical Rider  

 
Number of people in the band, what each person plays and number of those who sing.  

Lock Up Laura is a five piece rock band consisting of a drummer, bass player, two guitarists and lead vocalist. Vocal 

set up is one lead, backing provided from the rhythm guitarist and one additional mic for gang vocals on stage left.  

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Summary of Equipment that is carried including instruments and Backline  

Lock Up Laura will provide drum hardware*, cymbals, throne, (2) 100w guitar cabinets and valve heads, bass amp, 

(1) Mic stand, cables, wires, effects.  

All electrical equipment is PAT tested.  

The Venue will need to supply additional mic stands, additional microphones, DI’s where appropriate 

*if Lock Up Laura are a support act the shared responsibility of providing drum hardware will be expected from other acts and venue. TBC at each show.  

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Frontline Description 

It is assumed that most venues booking a live band have a functioning PA system, monitors and sound desk: however 

if the venue does not usually host live performances and is booking Lock Up Laura for an event, a PA will need to be 

provided from the venue. Lock Up Laura may be able to provide PA gear but this will require payment for the hiring of 

equipment. EQ, Reverb, delay etc to be discussed at sound check.  

Lock Up Laura does not provide a sound engineer or lighting tech: these will need to be provided from the venue.  

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Stage Plot                                                                                              = onstage microphones  

= Stage Monitors                        = Amp             = Power Outlet              = Microphone          = DI  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Guitar Bass 
Lead Guitar 



Links to Music  

If you wish to review our music before the event,  tracks are available at www.lockuplauramusic.co.uk alternatively 

free to request a set list and track listing ahead of the event (allow 7 days to be forwarded).  

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Contact Information 

In case any more information is needed please email us on: manager.lockuplaura@gmail.co.uk  

Telephone contact available upon request.  

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Thank you  

Lock Up Laura would like to thank the venue, promoters, sound engineers and everyone involved in the event. We 

look forward to seeing you on the night.  

 

 

 

 

 


